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ABSTRACT 
The gene 32 mutation amA453 sensitizes bacteriophage T4 to the lethal effects of ultraviolet (UV) 

irradiation, methyl methanesulfonate and angelicin-mediated photodynamic irradiation when treated 
particles are plated on amber-suppressing host cells. The increased UV sensitivity caused by amA453 
is additive to that caused by mutations in both the T4 excision repair (denV) and recombination repair 
(uvsWXY) systems, suggesting the operation of a third kind of repair system. The mutation uvs79, 
with many similarities to amA453 but mapping in gene 41, is largely epistatic to amA453. The mutation 
mmsl, also with many similarities to amA453, maps close to amA453 within gene 32 and is largely 
epistatic to uvs79. Neither amA453 nor uvs79 affect the ratio of UV-induced mutational to lethal hits, 
nor does amA453 affect spontaneous or UV-enhanced recombination frequencies. Gene 32 encodes 
the major T4 ssDNA-binding protein (the scaffolding of DNA replication) and gene 41 encodes a 
DNA helicase, both being required for T4 DNA replication. We conclude that a third repair process 
operates in phage T4 and suggest that it acts during rather than before or after DNA replication. 

ACTERIOPHAGE T 4  survival subsequent to B DNA damage is enhanced by the action of at 
least two kinds of repair systems (for review, see 
BERNSTEIN and WALLACE 1983). One operates by the 
excision or direct reversal of lesions and the other by 
a postreplication mechanism that probably circum- 
vents rather than removes lesions. Survival in T 4  is 
independent of the host recA and uvrABC systems, 
although some host participation in T 4  repair does 
occur, for instance by Escherichia coli DNA polymerase 
I in the repair of UV and MMS lesions. After UV 
irradiation, excision repair is initiated by the denV 
endonuclease (endo V) and post replication repair is 
carried out by the WXY system (= uvsW + UVSX + 
uvsY + several other genes), a complex system in- 
volved in both normal and repair modes of recombi- 
nation, in mutagenesis and in DNA replication and 
packaging. Mutations in different genes of the WXY 
system are fully epistatic to each other with respect to 
survival after UV irradiation, double mutants being 
no more sensitive than the most sensitive single mu- 
tant, but are additive to denV mutations. 

The  gene 32 protein is a central component of DNA 
recombination, replication and repair (for reviews, see 
WILLIAMS and KONICSBERG 1983 and DOHERTY, 
GAUSS and GOLD 1983). In addition to binding 
ssDNA, p32 also binds some E. coli and several T 4  
proteins, including those encoded by uvsX and uvsY 
(FORMOSA, BURKE and ALBERTS 1983). Its mutations 
engender diverse effects (BRESCHKIN and MOSIG 

Abbreviations used: 2AP = 2-aminopurine, MMS = methyl methanesul- 
fonate, ssDNA = single-stranded DNA, UV = ultraviolet (irradiation). 
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1977; MOSIG et a l .  1979) but most are fully lethal 
under nonpermissive conditions. Classical studies of 
gene 32 mutants implicate the gene in both excision 
repair (MOSIG 1985) and postreplication repair (MAY- 
NARD-SMITH and SYMONDS 1973). However, tests for 
epistasis between mutations in gene 32 and in other 
T 4  repair genes have not been reported. 

Here we describe mutations that increase T 4  sen- 
sitivity to DNA-damaging agents additively to muta- 
tions in denV or genes of the WXY system. Two of 
these mutations reside in gene 32 and one, amA453, 
has been studied for many years in other contexts. 
Another resides in gene 41, which encodes a DNA 
helicase required for T 4  DNA replication (see HIN- 
TON, SILVER and NOSSAL 1985 and references 
therein). Together with the earlier observations of 
EBISUZAKI, DEWEY and BEHME (1975) and VAN MIN- 
DERHOUT and GRIMBERCEN (1976), our results suggest 
the operation of a third major mechanism enhancing 
survival after DNA damage in T4,  one that operates 
neither before nor after but during DNA replication. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Strains: Bacteriophage strains are listed in Table 1 and 

Escherichia coli strains in Table 2. Because the gene 32 
mutant amA453 can grow only in amber-suppressing hosts, 
it was necessary that the repair-deficient mutants with which 
it was to be recombined not bear amber mutations; in 
addition, it was crucial that those mutational blocks be 
complete. Thus, the denV mutant of HARM (1 963) carries a 
frameshift mutation that is as UV-sensitive as a denvdeletion 
(VALERIE, HENDERSON and DE RIEL 1984), the uvsW block 
is also a frameshift mutation (HAMLETT and BERGER 1975), 
and the uvsX and uvsY mutations, while of unknown molec- 
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TABLE 1 

T4 strains 
~ 

Mutated 
Genotype gene Relevant characteristics 

T4D None Standard wild type 
U 1  denV Deficient in excision repair 
m22 UUSW Deficient in WXY repair 
X I  UVSX Deficient in WXY repair 
fdsB UVSY Deficient in WXY repair 
amA453 32  Deficient in replication repair and ssDNA-binding 

mmsl,  mms2 32 Deficient in replication repair but fully viable 
uus79 41 Deficient in replication repair but fully viable 
amE727 49 Suppression-susceptible control 
amB22 43 Suppression-susceptible control 
rW3, 23, 58 rII Markers for recombination tests 

protein 

Reference 

DOERMAN (1 983) 
HARM (1963) 
HAMLETT and BERCER (1 975) 
HARM (1 963) 
DEWEY and FRANKEL (1 975) 
This report 

EBISUZAKI, DEWEY AND BEHME (1975) 
CUPIDO, GRIMBERGEN and DE GROOT (1980) 
DEWEY and FRANKEL (1975) 
ALLEN, ALBRECHT and DRAKE (1 970) 
DRAKE (1963) 

TABLE 2 

E. coli and plasmid strains 

Strain" 

BB 
B 
CR63 

QA 1 
C600 
XA102 
XA 103 
XA 105 
XA106 
CM5407 
JD54 

MVI 185 
JD52 

JC10289 
JD53 

Tab32-4 
M5248 

Relevent characteristics 

Nonsuppressor; standard host to grow non-amber T 4  stocks 
Nonsuppressor; reveals most T4r  mutants 
Serine-inserting amber suppressor; reveals non-amber T4rI 

CR63(Xh); restricts non-amber rIl mutants 
Glutamine-inserting amber suppressor 
Glutamine-inserting amber suppressor 
Tyrosine-inserting amber suppressor 
Lysine-inserting amber suppressor 
Leucine-inserting amber suppressor 
Carries poIA6 linked to TnlU 
CR63 poIA6 TnlU from CM5407 by PI-mediated transduc- 

Carries uvrA6 linked to TnlU 
CR63 uurA6 T n l U  from jMVl185 by PI-mediated transduc- 

Carries ArecA3U6 linked to TnlU 
CR63 ArecA TnlU from JC10289 by P1-mediated transduc- 

Restricts many T 4  gene 32 missense mutations 
Nonsuppressing host for gene 32 plasmids 

but not rII mutants 

tion 

tion 

tion 

Reference 

BENZER (1 955) 
BENZER (1 955) 
STRETTON and BRENNER (1 965) 

BRENNER and BECKWITH (1 965) 
APPLEYARD (1 954) 
MILLER et al. (1977) 
MILLER et al. (1977) 
MILLER et al. (1 977) 
MILLER et al. ( 1  977) 

JOYCE et al. (1985) 
This report 

VOLKERT, NCUYEN and BEARD (1986) 
This report 

WILLIS et al. (1 98 1) 
This report 

NELSON and GOLD (1 982) 
Y. SHAMOO (personal communication) 

(pDH447) 

(pDH428) 

(pKK405) Expresses T 4  gene UUSY KREUZER and ALBERTS (1 985) 
(pHTL33) Expresses T 4  gene uusW TAKAHASHI and SAITO (1 982) 
(pdenV-7) Expresses T 4  gene denV VALERIE, HENDERSON and DE RIEL ( I  984) 
(pAYS6) pKC30 carrying T 4  gene 32 Y. SHAMOO (personal communication) 
(pJCI279) Y. SHAMOO (personal communication) 

Expresses T 4  genes UUSX and 40; contains first third of gene 

Expresses T 4  genes uusX, 40 and 41 

HINTON and NOSSAL (1986); L. W. BLACK (personal commu- 

HINTON, SILVER and NOSSAL (1985); L. W. BLACK (personal 
41 nication) 

communication) 

Like pAYS6 but with amA453 mutation and truncated gene 
32 insert 

a Entries in parentheses indicate plasmids which reside in CR63 unless otherwise indicated. 

ular configurations, are nonsuppressible and  are as UV- 
sensitive as known amber  uvsX a n d  uusY mutations (CONK- 
LING and  DRAKE 1984). 

Media and general methods: These  are described in 
CONKLING and DRAKE (1984). Stocks of T 4  amber  mutants 
were grown in C R 6 3  cells while stocks of non-amber mutants 
were usually grown in BB cells. Most stocks were grown in 
M9CA medium. All infections a n d  platings were performed 
a t  37" unless otherwise indicated. 

UV irradiation: Stocks were diluted (usually 1000-fold 
but a t  least sufficiently that less than 1% of the  incident 
dose was absorbed in the  sample) in M9S (M9 without 
MgS04 ,  glucose or casamino acids) a n d  irradiated in a 100- 
m m  watch glass with constant agitation under  a Champion 
15-watt low-pressure germicidal lamp (powered by a con- 
stant-volta e transformer) a t  dose rates of  about  0.1 or 0.25 

samples; it was rinsed with distilled water and  briefly irra- 
J m-* sec- f . T h e  same watch glass was used for  sequential 
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diated between each use. Irradiated samples were plated 
under yellow light (Westinghouse F40GO gold bulb) to 
avoid photoreactivation and were plated using "supersoft" 
top agar. Survival and mutagenesis were scored as described 
by CONKLINC and DRAKE (1984). In our hands, the shoul- 
ders on T4 survival curves are poorly reproducible (but see 
MOSIC 1985 for a competent study). With moderate care, 
however, relative slopes (normalized to a reference genotype 
such as wild type) are reproducible to about 5%, and higher 
reproducibility can be achieved with additional effort. 

Photodynamic inactivation: White-light irradiation in 
the presence of angelicin (isopsoralen) was as described by 
DRAKE (1985). 
MMS treatment: Phage particles were treated with 0.05 

M MMS as described in DRAKE (1982) except that they were 
prediluted in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.9), 
incubated at 30" and the reaction terminated by a tenfold 
dilution into 0.2 M sodium thiosulfate in L broth. 

Strategies for constructing multiply mutant strains: 
Since the purpose of constructing strains carrying muta- 
tional defects in two or more systems involved in the repair 
of DNA damages was to determine their UV sensitivities, it 
would have been circularly illogical to screen for the appro- 
priate recombinants by scoring UV sensitivity. Instead, two 
strategies were employed. Progeny were first scored for 
traits other than UV sensitivity, particularly for the inability 
of a gene 32 amber mutant to grow on a nonpermissive 
host. The amber mutants were also backcrossed against the 
parental amber mutant to confirm their inability to recom- 
bine with it. In the early constructions, these amber isolates 
where then backcrossed to the wild type and non-amber 
progeny were tested for UV sensitivity. If the backcross 
segregated non-amber progeny displaying the UV sensitivity 
of the original repair-defective allele, the double mutant 
was identified. In addition, the genotypes of the non-amber, 
UV-sensitive backcross progeny were confirmed not only by 
their specific UV sensitivities but also by the plasmid com- 
plementation tests described below. As our confidence in 
the plasmid tests increased with experience, later construc- 
tions were carried out using direct plasmid screening of 
irradiated progeny from the primary cross; multiple mutants 
displayed increased survival on each appropriate plasmid- 
bearing host. An exception to these strategies was the con- 
struction of the quadruple mutant amA453-denV--uvsX-- 
uvsY-. Here, the cross amA453-denV--uvsX- X amA453- 
denV--uvsY- was performed and the recombinant was iden- 
tified as displaying the UV sensitivity of the parental triples 
but being complemented by neither a uvsX+-bearing nor a 
uvsY+-bearing plasmid. 

When constructing double mutants involving uvs79, an- 
other approach was often used. Amber progeny were se- 
lected from the cross amA453 X uvs79 (with or without 
other repair-defective mutations being present in one or 
both of the parents) by their inability to grow on nonsup- 
pressing hosts, or mms progeny were selected from the cross 
mmsl x uvs79 by their inability to grow on Tab32-4 cells. 
Next, a large-plaque am+ or mms+ revertant was selected on 
the appropriate host. Revertants exhibiting uvs79-like UV 
sensitivity which was complemented by pDH428 identified 
the parental double mutants which were then backcrossed 
to establish their ability to segregate uvs79. 

Plasmid complementation tests: A number of plasmids 
obtained from colleagues were transferred into CR63 cells 
by calcium-mediated DNA transformation (unless initially 
received in CR63) and calibrated for their abilities to in- 
crease the survival of UV-irradiated single, specific T4 mu- 
tants defective in denV, uvsW, UVSX, uvsY, or gene 41. Using 
phage irradiated to survivals of about 0.001, 10-fold or 
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FIGURE 1.-UV inactivation kinetics of wild type vs. amA453. 
The dose rate was about 0.1 J m-* sec-' and survivors were assayed 
on CR63 cells. 

greater increased efficiencies of plating could be obtained 
by plating a denV or uusY mutant on the corresponding 
plasmid-bearing host and three- to fivefold increases could 
be obtained with a UVSW, UUSX or uvs79 mutant on the 
corresponding host, with no increases upon plating heter- 
ologous combinations. (A uvsX mutant, however, usually 
showed a severalfold decreased survival on hosts carrying a 
uvsY+ plasmid, while amA453 showed a severalfold de- 
creased efficiency of plating on a host carrying the uvsX+ 
40+ 41+ plasmid pDH428.) Since uvsW mutants are only 
moderately sensitive to UV but are markedly sensitive to 
hydroxyurea (HAMLETT and BERCER 1975), plating with 20 
mg of hydroxyurea in the top agar increased the resolving 
power of the uvsW+ plasmid test. 

RESULTS 

Involvement of T4 ssDNA binding protein in UV 
sensitivity: We noticed during the course of an un- 
related strain construction that the gene 32 amber 
mutation amA453 displayed increased UV sensitivity, 
being consistently about a third more sensitive than 
the wild type (Figure 1). (Reproducibility of this and 
subsequent terminal slopes of UV survival curves was 
usually 5% or better.) amA453 was also reported by 
MOSIG (1985) to exhibit increased UV sensitivity. Its 
relative sensitivity is similar at 30", 37 " and 43 " (data 
not shown). As will be shown in greater detail below, 
Am+ revertants of amA453 displayed a wild-type UV 
survival, indicating that the amber mutation itself 
brings about increased UV sensitivity. T h e  UV sensi- 
tivities of various T4  strains carrying single or multiple 
mutations in genes affecting survival after UV irradia- 
tion are displayed in Figure 2 and Table 3. (As de- 
scribed in MATERIALS AND METHODS, several of the 
multiple mutants were constructed in ways that did 
not involve determining the UV sensitivity of the 
multiply mutant strain until its genotype had been 
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UV Dose (Sec) 

v-x-am v-x v-am v x-am 
or or or 

v-y-am v-y y-am 

FIGURE 2.-Relative UV inactivation kinetics of am+ and 
amA453 in various repair-defective T 4  backgrounds. In this car- 
toon, both the shoulders and the data points have been omitted 
(see text). The dose rate was either about 0.1 or about 0.25 J m-‘ 
sec-’ (as a matter of convenience) and survivors were assayed on 
C R 6 3  cells. The numbers by the arrows indicate factors of sensiti- 
zation by amA453 in each genetic background. See Tables 1 and 3 
for the alleles of denV, UVSX and uusY used here. 

established.) In Figure 2 we have removed the shoul- 
ders that are almost always present in T 4  UV survival 
curves in order to more clearly illustrate terminal 
slopes without curve-crossing caused by differences in 
the shoulders and because we did not use the methods 
necessary to render shoulders reliable and reproduc- 
ible. We have also chosen not to display the data 
points that generated the curves in order to avoid 
additional clutter; however, the data distributions un- 
derlying Figure 2 resemble those displayed in Figure 
1. 

The crucial observation is that triple mutants (com- 
bining the gene 32 amber mutation amA453 with the 
denV mutation v l  and either the uvsX mutation x l  or 
the uvsY mutationfdsB or both) are substantially more 
UV-sensitive than are the corresponding double mu- 
tants blocked in both the denV and WXY repair sys- 
tems. (The efficacy of the blocks to the WXY system 
by the uvsX or uvsY single mutants is confirmed by 
the last two entries in Table 3 showing that the quad- 
ruple mutant denV--uvsX--uvsY--amA453 is no more 
UV-sensitive than the triple mutant denV--uvsX-- 
amA453.)  This result suggests that, whatever may be 
the role of gene 32 in the two classical DNA repair 
systems, it has a further role in some other process 
affecting UV sensitivity. 

When T 4  mutations inactivating different repair 
systems are combined, the resulting UV sensitivity is 
generally close to the product of the sensitivities of 
the individual mutants when sensitivities are expressed 

TABLE 3 

UV sensitivities of a d 4 5 3  in repairdefective T4 backgrounds 

UV sensitivity relative to 

Genotype 
Isogenic 

Wild type amA453‘ 

Wild type 
amA453 

denVl 
denV-amA453 

uvs Wm22 
uvs Wm22-amaA453 

U V S X l  

uvsXI-amA453 

uvsYqdsB) 
uvsYCfdsB)-amA453 

denVl-uusXl 
denV1-uvsXI-amA453 

#I 
#2 
#3 

denVl -uvsYCfdsB) 
denVl -uvsY~dsB)-amA4 5 3 

denV1-uvsXI-amA453 #3 
denVl -uvsXI -uusYCfdsB)-amA45 3 

1 
1.33 1.33 

2.23 
2.96 1.33 

1.34 
1.71 1.27 

1.57 
2.06 1.31 

1.58 
2.09 1.32 

3.34  

4.77 1.43 
5.27 1.52 
5.03 1.48 

3 .54  
5 .14  1.45 

5.40 
5 .40  

Entries in the middle (“wild type”) column represent the terminal 
slopes of the UV-survival curves normalized to that of the wild type, 
about 3.8 J m-’ per phage lethal hit. Entries in the last column 
represent the incremental UV sensitivity caused by the amA453 
allele in particular repair-defective backgrounds. 

as slopes relative to that of the wild type (Table 3 and 
the results of numerous workers since the isolation of 
T4 in 1945). The triple mutants involving amA453,  
however, are about 1.45-fold more sensitive than the 
corresponding denV--uvsX--/uvsY- double mutant, in 
contrast to the approximately 1.3-fold enhancement 
of UV sensitivity brought about by amA453 alone or 
in combination with numerous single repair defects. 
This result suggests that the process marked by 
amA453 overcomes the lethality of some of the same 
DNA damages as do the processes marked by denV 
and/or uusX and uvsY mutations. 

Diversity of DNA damages alleviated: Although 
UV irradiation induces more than a score of different 
kinds of DNA damages, it is still unclear which of 
these engender lethality in T 4  and which, beyond 
cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers, are subject to the 
action of denV, WXY or amA453 processing. In order 
to assess the generality of the amA453 effect, the 
survival of amA453 with or without a uvsX mutation 
was determined after treatments with the methylating 
agent MMS which forms small monoadducts, or the 
photodynamic dye angelicin (= isopsoralen) which 
forms bulky monoadducts. The denV mutation was 
sometimes omitted from these tests because the denV 
gene exclusively mediates the excision of cyclobutane 
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(Angelicin + Near-UV) Dose (Min) 

3 6 9 

TABLE 4 

UV sensitivities of a d 4 5 3  in diverse hosts 
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FIGURE 3.-Photodynamic inactivation kinetics of am+ vs. 
amA453 in a wild-type or UVSX- background. 

MMS (min at 0.05 M) 

5 10 15 20 

v-x-amA453 

FIGURE 4.-MMS inactivation kinetics of am+ vs. amA453 in a 
wild-type or denV-uusX- background. 

dimers and denV mutations do not affect survival after 
treatments with either MMS (BALDY, STROM and 
BERNSTEIN 197 1)  or angelicin (DRAKE 1985). 

As shown in Figures 3 and 4, sensitivities to the 
lethal effects of both treatments are enhanced by 
amA453. Thus, three very different classes of DNA 
damages are rendered more lethal by the gene 32 
defect. Sensitization to angelicin-mediated photody- 
namic killing is quantitatively similar to that seen with 
UV irradiation. Although semilog MMS inactivation 
plots are curved when determined on E.  coli POLA+ 
hosts, it is clear from Figure 4 that amA453 also 
enhances MMS killing to about the same degree as it 

Host T4 U V  sensitivity relative to CR63 value 

denVl -  
Repair Wild denVl -  U V S X I -  

Strain" defect type denVl amA453 uvsXl amA453 

CR63 None 1 1 1 1 1 
JD54 poIA- 1.27 1.04 1.25 0.97 0.95 
JD52 uwA- 1.04 0.99 0.99 0.97 1.00 
JD53 recA- 1.06 1.00 0.98 0.97 1.04 

"Each of these strains is derived from CR63 and carries its 
suppressor. 

does UV killing, even though the data are too sparse 
to justify estimating the appropriate tangents. 

Interactions between amA453 and the host DNA 
repair genotype: If amA453 diminishes the action of 
a DNA repair system, that system might be of viral, 
host or dual origin. For instance, the host DNA polym- 
erase I is surmised to act in concert with the T 4  denV 
system in the repair of UV damages because wild-type 
particles show reduced survival on polA-defective 
hosts whereas denV mutants do not (see MOSIG 1985 
and references therein). A similar polA effect is seen 
with MMS survival (EBISUZAKI, DEWEY and BEHME 
1975), although the presumed excision component of 
this response is yet to be identified. We therefore 
screened for interactions between amA453 and var- 
ious host mutations using UV irradiation as the chal- 
lenge. Because of the requirement that the host bear 
an amber suppressor, only non-amber host mutations 
were used. 

As shown in Table 4, the magnitude of UV-sensiti- 
zation by amA453 is unaffected by host defects in 
polA, uvrA or recA, mutations in the latter two inacti- 
vating the general host excision and postreplication 
repair systems, respectively. The  poZA result is consist- 
ent with the additivity between amA453 and denV 
defects. The  uvrA and recA results are consistent with 
previous reports indicating that neither host system 
affects T 4  survival following DNA damage (see BERN- 
STEIN and WALLACE 1983 and CONKLING and DRAKE 
1984 and references therein). 

Amber-suppressor spectrum: In amA453,  codon 
116 has mutated from TGG (tryptophan) to TAG 
(amber) (KRISCH and ALLET 1982). The ability of 
(unirradiated) amA453 to plate on suppressors insert- 
ing various amino acids was quite limited (Table 5) .  
No plaques were produced on suppressors inserting 
lysine, leucine or tyrosine. [BERGER, WARREN and FRY 
(1969) reported good growth in a suppressor strain 
inserting tyrosine but might have used a higher effi- 
ciency suppressor.] Plaques approaching the wild-type 
size were produced on our standard host, CR63 
(which inserts serine), and amA453 and wild type T 4  
produced very similar burst sizes in CR63 cells in 
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TABLE 5 

Suppression pattern of amA453 

Efficiency of plating 
Suppressor Inserted amino 

strain acid amA453 amE727 amBZ2 

TABLE 6 

Effect of host suppressor on amA453 UV sensitivity 

BB None 0.000 0.000 0.000 
CR63 Serine 1 .oo 1 .oo 1 .oo 
C600 Glutamine 0.22 pp 0.84 sm 1.04 
XA102 Glutamine 0.77 sm 0.91 1.02 
XA103 Tyrosine 0,000 0 . 1 7 ~ ~  0.001 
XA105 Lysine 0.000 0.70 pp 0 . 4 4 ~ ~  
XA 106 Leucine 0.000 0.61 pp 0.000 

All efficiencies of plating are normalized to the CR63 plaque 
count; “pp” indicates pinpoint plaques and “sni” indicates small 
plaques. The  mutants amE727 and amB22 (in genes 49 and 43,  
respectively) are included as positive controls for suppressor effi- 
cacy. 

liquid culture (data not shown). Small, hazy plaques 
were produced on suppressors inserting glutamine 
and it was often necessary to incubate the plates first 
overnight at 37” and then for another day at room 
temperature to reach the maximum plaque titer using 
glutamine-inserting suppressors. (However, the glu- 
tamine-inserters efficiently suppressed the gene 49  
mutation amE727 and the gene 4 3  mutation amB22.) 

Despite the efficiency-of-plating and plaque-size dif- 
ferences seen with suppressors inserting glutamine 
versus serine (Table 5),  the UV sensitivity of amA453 
was identical on the two (Table 6). 

Properties of amA453+ revertants: Since amA453 
shows the same UV sensitivity whether plated on 
serine- or glutamine-inserting suppressors despite a 
strikingly reduced growth potential in the latter host, 
it became of interest to assess the role of the particular 
amino acid inserted at position 116 in the absence of 
complications due to unknown efficiencies of suppres- 
sion, the presence of an amber peptide and the possi- 
bility of perturbed translation. Therefore, revertants 
of amA453 were induced using the mutagen 2AP 
which specifically induces transitions (RIPLEY and 
DRAKE 1972). From the amber codon, only CAG 
(glutamine) and UGG (tryptophan = wild type) rev- 
ertant codons are reached by transition mutagenesis. 
When amA453 in a number of different genetic back- 
grounds was reverted by 2AP, the expected two major 
revertant phenotypes (large and small plaques) were 
consistently produced in roughly equal frequencies 
and by large factors over their spontaneous back- 
grounds. The large-plaque revertants were attributed 
to transitions to the tryptophan codon while the small, 
hazy-plaque revertants were attributed to transitions 
to the glutamine codon. Several revertants of each 
type were isolated from each of several genetic back- 
grounds and tested fcr UV sensitivity. (The intragenic 
nature of these revertants was established by back- 
crossing four small-plaque and four large-plaque re- 

Relative U V  sensitivity on indicated suppressor 

T4 genotype CRBS(ser) XA 102(gln) C600(gln) 

Wild type 1 .oo 0.96 1.00 
amA453 1.35 1.40 1.40 

All LJV sensitivities are relative to that of the wild type plated on 
CR63 cells. 

TABLE 7 

UV sensitivities of amA453+ revertants 

Background 
genotype Relative U\’ sensitivities 

_______ 
Large- Small- 
plaque plaque 

denV UUSX am+ amA453’ amA453’ amA453 

+ + 1 .oo 1.05 1.07 1.31 
- + 1 .oo 1.02 1.01 1.33 
- - 1 .oo 1 .oo 0.98 1.47 

All UV sensitivities were assayed on CR63 cells. 

vertants in various denV- and uusX- backgrounds; no 
amA453 appeared among 8 X 30 = 240 progeny 
tested.) As shown in Table 7, revertants of both types 
exhibited the Am+ UV sensitivity appropriate to their 
genetic backgrounds. This result strongly suggests 
that the particular amino acid at position 116 is not 
by itself the determinant of UV sensitivity. 

Other mutations with similar properties: Because 
the phenotype of amA453 suggests the existence of a 
distinct mode of survival enhancement, perhaps a new 
repair process, and because the key host repair genes 
polA, uurA and recA have been shown not to be in- 
volved in this process, genes other than 32 are likely 
to be involved. Four other T 4  mutations have been 
reported to increase UV and MMS sensitivity addi- 
tively to defects in both denV and uusWXY repair: 
mmsl and mms2 (EBISUZAKI, DEWEY and BEHME 1975) 
and uus57 and uvs79 (to be considered below). The 
mms mutations mapped near neither the denV, uusX 
nor uusW/Y regions but were otherwise unlocalized. 
Unlike amA453,  they displayed no amber phenotype 
and would, in fact, be dauntingly difficult to localize. 
On the chance that they might be gene 32 mutations, 
and at the suggestion of PETER GAUSS, their growth 
was tested on E. coli Tab32-4; this strain is nonper- 
missive for many gene 32 mutations that are restricted 
by no other host (NELSON and GOLD 1982). Neither 
mms mutant grew on this strain, immediately suggest- 
ing that they were likely to be alleles of gene 32. This 
supposition was confirmed by three observations (Ta- 
ble 8): neither mms mutant was able to complement 
amA453, the cross mmsl x mms2 failed to generate 
recombinants growing on the Tab host in excess of 
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TABLE 8 

Complementation and recombination tests with mms mutations 

r Mutations 41 1 

TABLE 9 

UV sensitivities of uvs79 and mmsl 

Frequency of wild-type 
Infecting genotypes Burst si7e progeny 

Wild type alone 
mmsl alone 
mms2 alone 
amA453 alone 
mmsl + amA453 
mms2 + amA453 

amA453 X self 
mmsl X self 
mms2 X self 
mmsl X mms2 
mmsl X amA453 
mms2 X amA453 

91 
<o. 1 
< O .  1 
<0.2 
c0 .2  
eo. 1 

0.2 x 
0.6 X lob6 
3.0 X 

1.4 X 
3.5 x 10-3 
2.7 x 1 0 - 3  

Multiplicities of infection were five of each parent or ten of a 
single parent. The complementation tests (top six rows) were per- 
formed in Tab32-4 and the progeny were assayed on CR63. The 
recombination tests (bottom six rows) were performed in the per- 
missive host CR63 and the progeny were assayed on CR63 and on 
the nonpermissive host Tab32-4. 

the background (revertant) frequency of about 1 0-6, 
and crosses of the type mms X amA453 generated 
about 0.003 wild-type recombinants. It has since been 
observed that the two mms mutations occupy the mid- 
dle position of codon 88 and are thus 84 base pairs 
away from amA543 (D. MCPHEETERS,  personal com- 
munication). The UV sensitivity of mmsl will be de- 
scribed below. 

Two other mutations, uvs57 and uvs79,  were can- 
didates to mark additional genes involved in the proc- 
ess affected by amA453.  Each enhances UV killing 
additively rather than epistatically to defects in the 
denV or UVSWXY systems (VAN MINDERHOUT and 
GRIMBERGEN 1976; V A N  MINDERHOUT,  GRIMBERGEN 
and DE GROOT 1978). The  uvs57 mutation appears to 
have been lost (M. C U P I D O ,  personal communication) 
and could therefore not be tested. The  uvs79 muta- 
tion was reported to exhibit increased MMS sensitivity 
(VAN MINDERHOUT and GRIMBERCEN 1976) and to 
map between two gene-41 amber mutations (CUPIDO, 

GRIMBERGEN and DE GROOT 1980). The UV sensitiv- 
ity of this mutant was complemented by the plasmid 
pDH428 bearing the T 4  genes uvsX, 40  and 41  but 
not by the plasmid pDH447 bearing only uvsX and 4 0  
(data not shown), further confirming its location in 
gene 4 1 .  

The uvs79 mutation is not suppressed by CR63 and 
produces plaques approaching the wild-type in size. 
Using strategies described in MATERIALS AND METH- 
ODS, uvs79 was combined with amA453,  denVl and 
uvsYudsB) in all possible combinations, and also with 
mmsl .  The UV sensitivities of these strains are listed 
in Table 9, from which the following conclusions may 
be drawn. 

1. Various combinations of uvsY-, denV- and either 

UV sensitivity relative to 

Genotype 
Wild type average‘ Parental 

Wild type 
mms1+ revertant 

uvsY(fdsB) 
denVl 
uusY(fdsB)-denVl 

mms 1 
uvs79 
mmsl-uvs79 

amA453 
uvs79 
amA453-uus79 

amA45?-uvsY(fdsB) 
uvs79-uvsY(fdsB) 
amA453-uvsY(fdsB)-uvs79 

amA453-denV1 
uus79-denVI 
amA453-denV1 -uvs79 

amA453-uvsY(fdsB)-denVI 
uvs79-uusY(fdsB)-denVI 
amA453-uvsY(fdsB)-denVl -uvs 7 9  

1 
1.02 

1.55 
2.25 
3.70 

1.40 
1.39 
1.56 1.12 

1.40 
1.39 
1.52 1.09 

2.11 
2.03 
2.10 1.01 

3.2 1 
3.24 
3.79 1.18 

5.29 
4.90 
5.38 1.05 

The parental average is the average of the two immediately 
preceding values in the second column: for the mmsI entries, for 
instance, the parental average is (1.40 + 1.39)/2 = 1.395 and the 
UV sensitivity relative to the parental average is 1.56/1.395 = 1.12. 

amA453 or uvs79 affect survival slopes in an additive 
manner. Note that “additive” only means “not fully 
epistatic” and does not specify a mathematical form, 
which can depend both on the mechanism of the 
interaction and upon the way in which UV sensitivities 
are expressed. Here, additivity takes the specific form 
of multiplicative interactions: the relative slopes of 
multiple mutants are close to the products of the 
relative slopes of their individual components. As with 
amA453, the relative UV sensitivities of mmsl and 
uvs79 are about the same at 30”,  3’7” and 43” (data 
not shown). 

2. The last column of Table 9 reveals the modes 
of interaction between uvs79 and either mmsl or 
amA453. If the value in the “parental average” column 
is 1, then the interaction is fully epistatic; if greater 
than 1, then the interaction is additive. Because in- 
dependently acting T 4  repair defects tend to interac- 
tive multiplicatively, the naively expected degree of 
full additivity between uvs79 and either amA453 or 
mmsl is about 1.4-fold, their common sensitivity rel- 
ative to the wild type. We see that the UV sensitivities 
of uvs79 and either mmsl or amA453 are partialljl 
additive in a uvsY+ background; their average additiv- 
ity, (1.12 + 1.09 + 1.18)/3 = 1.13, is about one-third 
that of a fully multiplicative interaction (1.4-fold). 

3. On the other hand, the UV sensitivities of 
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TABLE 10 

Recombination unaffected by a d 4 5 3  

TABLE 11 

UV mutagenesis in amA453 and uvs79 

Cross U v Percent r’ 

0.14 r W 3  X r W 5 8  - 
+ 0.9,  2.2 

+ 0.6, 3.5 
0.14 rUV3-amA453 X rW58-amA453 - 

3.7 
3.9 

r W 3  X rW23 - 
rW3-amA453 X rW23-amA453 - 

The crosses were performed at 37” in CR63 cells growing in 
M9CA medium using multiplicities of infection of about five of 
each parent. The UV exposure was about 108 J m-’ delivered to 
the phage-infected cells at 10 min after infection. Values for percent 
r+ recombinants were determined from the ratio of cross progeny 
titers on QA1 and CR63 cells. Although similar results were ob- 
tained for most replicate measurements, the results after UV irra- 
diation were variable, and individual results of two representative 
experiments are shown. 

amA453 and uvs79 are nearly completely epistatic in 
a uvsY- background (values of 1.01 and 1.05, neither 
being significantly different from 1). 

4. These results suggest that uvs79 acts in both the 
UVSWXY and the amA453 processes. The  conclusion 
that it acts in the uvsWXY process is supported by the 
observation that the UV sensitivities of uvsY(jdsB)- 
uvs79 and of denV1-uvsY( fdsB)-uvs79 are slightly less 
than the products of the parental uvsY( fdsB) and uvs79 
sensitivities.(2.03 observed us. 2.16 predicted and 4.90 
observed vs. 5.15 predicted, respectively). 

5 .  The results as a whole indicate that amA453, 
uvs79 and mmsl constitute an epistasis group with 
respect to a third mechanism enhancing survival after 
DNA damage, even though amA453 and uvs79 may 
also affect in the denV and/or uvsWXY processes as 
well. 

Effects on recombination and mutation: DNA re- 
pair processes typically exert clearcut effects upon 
both recombination and mutation. Thus, denV muta- 
tions produce dose-enhancement effects upon UV 
mutagenesis (DRAKE 1966) while mutational blocks to 
the uvsWXY system abolish UV mutagenesis (GREEN 
and DRAKE 1974; CONKLING and DRAKE 1984) and 
reduce spontaneous recombination rates (HARM 
1964; BOYLE and SYMONDS 1969; HAMLETT and BER- 

The effects of amA453 on recombination are de- 
scribed in Table 10. There is little or no effect on 
either spontaneous or UV-enhanced recombination 
within the r l l  locus, the first result in agreement with 
the earlier report of BERGER, WARREN and FRY 
(1969). The uvs79 mutation was reported to approx- 
imately double recombination frequencies (CUPIDO, 
GRIMBERGEN and DE GROOT 1980). 

The effects of amA453 and uvs79 on UV-induced 
mutagenesis are described in Table 1 1. The mutation 
rate per lethal hit is unaffected by amA453. In the 

GER 1975). 

r per I O 4  
Surviving r per total r per lo4 lethal 

Genotype fraction plaques survivors hits 

am+ 1 

amA453 1 

uvs79+ 1 

uvs79 1 

0.00 18 

0.0015 

0.0008 

0.0017 

10/58,400 
82/30,800 

20/57,600 
100/37,300 

18/25,700 
32/11,800 

3 0/23,200 
85/20,000 

1.7 
27 3.5 

27 3.3 

27 2.7 

13 
43 4.4 

3.5 

7.0 

For the top two entries (wild type and amA453), the r mutants 
were screened on CR63 cells and the mutant rate per lethal hit was 
calculated assuming two-hit kinetics (see pp. 40-42 of DRAKE 1970). 
For the bottom two entries (wild type and uvs79), the r mutants 
were screened on B cells and the mutation rate per lethal hit was 
calculated from the observed 1.5-hit survival curves. 

case of uvs79 there was at most a small increase but 
the wild-type value (2.7) was somewhat lower than 
usual (the upper value in Table 11, 3.5, being more 
typical) and the counts do not exclude a “no increase” 
hypothesis. Note, however, that amA453 and uvs79 
increase the number of lethal hits per unit UV dose 
by about a third, so that the mutation rate per unit 
UV dose is correspondingly increased. 

DISCUSSION 

Nature and reliability of the key observations: 
The gene 32 amber mutation amA453, suppressed by 
the insertion of either serine or glutamine, sensitizes 
bacteriophage T 4  to the lethal effects of diverse DNA- 
damaging treatments. The culprit is the amber mu- 
tation itself because its revertants regain the wild-type 
UV sensitivity. Another nearby gene-32 mutation, 
mmsl, similarly sensitizes T 4  to UV and MMS treat- 
ments (EBISUZAKI, DEWEY and BEHME 1975 and this 
report). A third mutation of interest, uvs79, resides in 
gene 41 and also sensitizes T 4  to UV and MMS 
treatments (VAN MINDERHOUT and GRIMBERGEN 
1976; CUPIDO, GRIMBERGEN and DE GROOT 1980). 

Each of these mutations increases T 4  sensitivity to 
UV irradiation even in a genetic background already 
defective in excision repair (denV-), recombination 
repair (UVSW-, uvsX- or UVSY-) or both (EBISUZAKI, 
DEWEY and BEHME 1975; VAN MINDERHOUT and 
GRIMBERGEN 1976; VAN MINDERHOUT, GRIMBERGEN 
and DE GROOT 1978; this report). (The amA453 mu- 
tation also sensitizes T 4  when the treated particles are 
plated on hosts which are defective in their own recA, 
uvrABC or PolA repair systems.) The T 4  mutations 
amA453, mmsl and uvs79 are largely epistatic with 
respect to UV sensitivity (see below) and thus appear 
to mark a process, distinct from the two classical T4- 
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encoded repair processes, affecting the survival of 
particles bearing DNA damages. 

T o  what extent might this apparent additivity be an 
artefact? The possibility that the mutational blocks to 
excision or recombination repair are incomplete but 
are rendered complete by amA453, mmsl or uvs79 is 
extremely difficult to rule out with surety but can be 
countered in part by noting that the alleles of denV, 
UVSW, uvsX and uvsY used here are about as UV- 
sensitive as are the most sensitive alleles of each gene, 
and by the observation that amA453 sensitizes T 4  
equally strongly in a UVSX-,  a uvsY- or a uvsX-uvsY- 
background. Another possibility is that cumulatively 
deleterious effects upon plaque size due to multiple 
repair defects plus UV irradiation itself eventually 
produce plaques too small to be seen (SCHNITZLEIN, 
ALBRECHT and DRAKE 1974). This possibility is coun- 
tered by three observations. First, such an effect 
should become more severe with increasing UV dose, 
generating ever-downward-bending curves which 
were, however, not seen. Second, enlarging plaque 
sizes by softening the top agar or diminishing them 
by using a glutamine-inserting rather than a serine- 
inserting suppressor failed to affect the slopes of the 
survival curves. Third, selecting gratuitously for large- 
plaque (modifier-bearing) variants of several of the 
multiple mutants again failed to affect their UV-inac- 
tivation slopes. In summary, therefore, it seems rea- 
sonable to conclude that the additive effects of these 
T 4  repair-defective mutations are not artefactual. 

Acting in concert: When considering mutations 
that sensitize organisms to the lethal effects of DNA- 
damaging agents, it is a longstanding practice to 
gather them into epistasis groups wherein multiply 
mutated genomes display no greater sensitivity than 
that engendered by the most highly sensitizing muta- 
tion. The results of Table 9 demonstrate that amA453, 
uvs79 and mmsl constitute an epistasis group. While 
uvs79 is less than fully epistatic to the other two in a 
uvsY+ background, this difference disappears in a 
uvsY- background, indicating that uvs79 mildly dimin- 
ishes the UVSWXY system [as also seen in the slightly 
less-than-multiplicative interaction between uvs79 and 
uvsYcfdsB)]. However, an alternative interpretation is 
that none of the single mutations fully inactivates the 
process, while the uvs79-amA453 and uvs79-mmsl dou- 
ble mutations do; for comparison, the poZA- mutation 
only partly blocks the denV process (compare Tables 
3 and 4). 

Epistasis grouping may become complicated, partic- 
ularly when the mutations affect genes of DNA me- 
tabolism. Such genes can express multiple functions 
and affect multiple phenotypic endpoints. This is par- 
ticularly characteristic of gene 32, whose protein in- 
teracts not only with itself and with DNA but also 
directly and/or functionally with T 4  DNA polymer- 
ase, DNA ligase, DNA topoisomerase, certain re- 

combination nucleases and the rll  functions (see 
BRESCHKIN and MOSIC 1977, MOSIG et al. 1979, 
DOHERTY, GAUSS and GOLD 1983, and references 
therein). Thus, one missense mutation might specifi- 
cally affect only one component of the pleiotrophic 
effects engendered by a null mutation, while another 
missense mutation might affect one or more different 
components. Allele specificity is therefore frequent in 
epistasis groups. For instance, the UV sensitivities of 
T 4  uvsW, uvsX, uvsY and gene 58 mutations are mu- 
tually epistatic but their effects on burst size and 
recombination are not only sometimes opposite to 
each other but are also markedly additive (HAMLET 
and BERCER 1975; CUNNINCHAM and BERCER 1977). 
These appear to be examples of complex loci whose 
functions might be associated with specific gene or 
protein domains and d o  interact differently in deter- 
mining different phenotypic endpoints. 

Such complexities hardly dilute the power of epis- 
tasis grouping, which can reveal the genes involved in 
a particular metabolic process or pathway even when 
some of those genes operate in additional processes. 
However, an epistasis group is an unordered set of 
genes or alleles: ordering the members of an epistasis 
group into a pathway requires additional information, 
such as suppression patterns (e.g., HAMLET and BER- 
CER 1975; CUNNINGHAM and BERGER 1977; WAKEM 
and EBISUZAKI 1981) or analyses of gene and meta- 
bolic products. Indeed, relationships among epistasis 
groups and pathways can be far from simple. For 
instance, when two pathways share a common pool of 
an intermediate product, then single null mutations 
affecting genes acting prior to that pool in either 
pathway will block neither pathway, a pair of muta- 
tions early in both pathways will block both, and 
individual mutations late in either pathway will block 
only that pathway, with equally complicated patterns 
of epistasis among such mutations. Again, a particular 
mutation might inactivate one pathway and simulta- 
neously suppress some other mutation in a second 
pathway. In any case, the only complexities displayed 
in the present circumstances are the involvement of 
gene 32 in at least three different repair systems and 
the involvement of uvs79 in at least two, neither 
complexity being sufficient to dilute the case for the 
amA 453-mms I -uvs 79  epistasis grouping. 

Epistasis groups whose members enhance killing by, 
for instance, UV irradiation are commonly inter- 
preted to define repair pathways even before the 
chemical details of the putative pathways are discov- 
ered. Repair pathways described to date occupy but a 
few general categories, to wit, direct reversal (e.g., 
photoreactivation and dealkylation), excision repair 
(e.g., the E. coli uvrABC and T4  denV systems), muta- 
genic repair (also called error-prone repair or misre- 
pair and often believed, with some justification, to 
constitute the poorly templated bypass of a DNA 
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lesion that would otherwise block the advance of a 
DNA polymerase; for review, see WALKER 1984) and 
recombinational repair (also called postreplication re- 
pair). Mutagenic and recombinational repair tend to 
be contrasting faces of the same epistasis groups (e.g., 
the E. coli recA and the T4 uvsWXY systems). Except 
for direct-reversal and mutagenic repair, repair sys- 
tems depend upon the redundancy of genetic infor- 
mation that is inherent within either the duality of the 
DNA double helix or a multiplicity of chromosomes 
within the cell. At least as understood in E .  coli, 
recombinational repair circumvents rather than re- 
moves damage (for review, see HANAWALT et al. 
1979), while mutagenic repair perhaps more often 
than not provides survival at the expense of mutation 
and has a rather limited effect upon lethality (KATO 
and SHINOURA 1977; MILLER and EISENSTADT 1985). 
Nevertheless, many workers retain the word “repair” 
for such circumstances, a practice that can be justified 
both on the grounds of terminological convenience 
and on the grounds that, in each case, survival of the 
organism is in a real sense repaired regardless of the 
mechanistic details. 

Since we will argue that the properties of amA453, 
mmsl and uvs79 are those of an epistasis group en- 
hancing survival, we often refer to their action as a 
repair process. The first indications of a third repair 
pathway in T 4  were the properties of the mms mutants 
(EBISUZAKI, DEWEY and BEHME 1975) and uvs79 (VAN 
MINDERHOUT and DE GROOT 1976) and their inclusion 
in a single epistasis group is now recognized by their 
interactions with amA453. The discovery of this proc- 
ess may have been impeded in part because it appears 
to involve only vital genes, thus greatly reducing its 
mutational target size: perhaps only a handful of mis- 
sense or special amber mutations can reveal the proc- 
ess. 

Before, during and after: Here we will argue that 
the amA453 epistasis group identifies a process acting 
neither before nor after but during DNA replication. 
The first and most compelling reason for this conclu- 
sion is that all three mutations reside in a pair of genes 
required for DNA replication (NOSSAL and ALBERTS 
1983; HINTON and NOSSAL 1985; CHA and ALBERTS 
1986). The second argument is less direct and consists 
of the body of evidence indicating that the process is 
neither repair by excision or direct damage reversal 
nor repair by recombination or mutagenic lesion by- 
pass. 

The known prereplicative repair systems employ 
either excision repair or direct reversal of damage. 
Direct reversal operates by enzymologically specific 
processes (e .g . ,  only on cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers 
in the case of photoreactivation), whereas the amA453 
process acts on diverse lesions (UV, MMS, angelicin) 
and is therefore unlikely to involve direct reversal. 
Excision repair solubilizes damaged bases whereas, in 

the presence of the amA453 process but in the absence 
of denV function, UV-induced cyclobutane dimers are 
not solubilized (SETLOW and CARRIER 1968; TAKACI 
et al. 1968; YASUDA and SEKIGUCHI 1970; FRIEDBERG 
and KING 197 1); thus, the amA453 process is unlikely 
to be a broad-specificity repair system like the host 
uvrABC system. 

The known postreplicative repair systems employ 
either recombination (to extract the needed genetic 
information from the sister chromatid) or, perhaps, 
mutagenic bypass synthesis (if that process occurs after 
rather than during replication). However, none of the 
mutations of the amA453 epistasis group decreases 
spontaneous recombination (EBISUZAKI, DEWEY and 
BEHME 1975; CUPIDO, GRIMBERGEN and DE GROOT 
1980) (Table IO), nor does amA453 decrease the UV- 
induced recombination which might be specific to a 
recombinational repair system (Table IO). Further- 
more, neither amA453 nor uvs79 decrease UV-in- 
duced mutagenesis (Table 1 I ) ,  eliminating them from 
a role in mutagenic lesion bypass. 

An aside on amA453 pathology: Several aspects of 
amA453 growth in an amber-suppressor host differ 
sufficiently from wild-type growth to constitute pos- 
sible causes of the observed increased sensitivity to 
DNA damage. If the overall level of DNA metabolism 
were depressed, then survival might be impaired in 
some nonspecific manner; however, both burst sizes 
and reconibination rates are normal in amA453, as 
they are in its nearby relative mmsl (EBISUZAKI, 
DEWEY and BEHME 1975). Furthermore, weak sup- 
pression of amA453 (as defined by small plaque size 
and reduced efficiency of plating) is associated with 
no greater UV sensitivity than is strong suppression 
(Tables 5 and 6). The wild-type gene 32 polypeptide 
contains a tryptophan at position 116 (KRISCH and 
ALLET 1982), whereas the host-suppressed amber- 
read through polypeptide contains serine or gluta- 
mine, both of which are associated with increased UV 
sensitivity. Because amA453’ revertants deduced to 
encode glutamine at codon 116 display the wild-type 
UV sensitivity, however, the particular amino acid 
resident at position 116 cannot by itself be the main 
cause of increased UV sensitivity. 

By elimination, these observations suggest that the 
culprit is the amA453 amber peptide. This peptide is 
probably produced about as often as is the full-length 
gene-32 protein (KAPLAN, STRETTON and BRENNER 
1965) but does not accumulate in permissive cells 
(MOSIG et al. 1979; G. MOSIG, personal communica- 
tion) and may thus be degraded; perhaps only small 
amounts suffice. The amber peptide probably includes 
the ssDNA-binding region of the gene 32 protein: it 
contains six of the eight tyrosines and many of the 
eight are crucial for DNA binding (for review, see 
WILLIAMS and KONIGSBERC 1983). In addition, the 
amber peptide may express residual functions in vivo: 
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BRESCHKIN and MOSIG (1977) and DANNENBERG and 
MOSIG (1 98 1) reported that about one round of DNA 
replication occurred when a nonsuppressing host was 
infected with an amA453 mutant (but see DOHERTY, 
GAUSS and GOLD 1983 for an alternative perspective). 

We attempted to assess the role of the amA453 
peptide in UV sensitivity using the expression vectors 
pAYS6 and pJCl279 containing either the complete 
gene 32 sequence (with but a few additional base pairs 
at either end) or only the amA453 portion thereof 
(including the UAG amber codon at 1 16). Cells bear- 
ing the amA453 plasmid grew well and died only 
slowly after induction but failed to significantly affect 
the UV-survival of either wild-type or amA453 parti- 
cles. Cells bearing the functional gene 32  plasmid grew 
slowly and died rapidly upon induction, the gene 32  
protein being lethal to E. coEi (T. C. LIN, personal 
communication). Unfortunately, however, this plas- 
mid neither complemented amA453 particles in a non- 
suppressor host nor affected the UV-survival of either 
wild-type or amA453 particles over a range of induc- 
tion conditions. For the present, therefore, we don’t 
know which aspect of amA453 infection causes in- 
creased UV sensitivity. 

Speculations on mechanism: We can imagine sev- 
eral ways in which events centered on the replication 
fork might affect the survival of damaged chromo- 
somes. Some of these, however, can easily be con- 
tended. First, innocuous lesions might be activated to 
lethal lesions. For instance, a mutationally altered 
DNA replication protein might interact with damaged 
bases so as to render their orientation unacceptable 
to the DNA polymerase. Such an activation mecha- 
nism is improbable, however, because the effects of 
amA453 are quantitatively similar with three very 
different sets of DNA damages, each of which would 
have to generate about the same ratio of activatable 
to normally lethal lesions, a remarkable coincidence. 
Second, CUPIDO (1983) has proposed a gene 41-me- 
diated reinitiation mode of replication repair in which 
lesions are bypassed by the synthesis of an RNA 
primer. Because the resulting primer would contain 
bypass-induced mutations and would be retained as a 
part of the genome, this would be a highly mutagenic 
process. However, the uvs79 defect fails to decrease 
UV mutagenesis; instead, UV mutagenesis is abol- 
ished by uvsWXY mutations. An alternative fate for 
the putative RNA lesion-bypass primer would be its 
later removal, the lesion-bearing gap then being re- 
paired by recombination. In that case, however, the 
repair process is postreplicational. Third, we might 
imagine that qualitatively or quantitatively malfunc- 
tioning gene-32 and -41 proteins increase the amount 
of replication-fork ssDNA in a lesion-dependent man- 
ner, leading to indirect lethality by, for instance, in- 
creased nuclease sensitivity or unusual recombina- 
tional events. However, since amA453 and uvs79 fur- 

ther sensitize T 4  even in a genetic background defec- 
tive in both excision and recombination repair, they 
would have to render otherwise nonlethal mutations 
lethal, a possibility already rejected above. 

When considering what mechanism might operate 
during replication to overcome the lethal effects of 
lesions blocking the progress of DNA polymerase, we 
were impressed by the notion that the synthesis of 
leading and lagging DNA daughter strands may be 
tightly coupled (see NOSSAL and ALBERTS 1983 for 
review). Were the entire replication complex to stall 
at a DNA lesion affecting but one parental strand, 
then not only that strand but also its undamaged 
complement would be lost as templates, and thus the 
entire genome would be lost. This impasse, however, 
could be resolved by allowing leading- and lagging- 
strand synthesis to uncouple when a blocking lesion is 
encountered. The  result would be not only the repli- 
cation of one viable daughter chromosome but per- 
haps also reinitiation on the damaged template, gen- 
erating a gap-opposite-lesion structure later suscepti- 
ble to recombination repair. Perhaps, then, replica- 
tion repair consists at least in part of damage-induced 
uncoupling of leading- and lagging-strand synthesis. 
However, it is difficult on this hypothesis to construct 
a simple scheme that renders defects in replication 
and recombination repair additive. On the other 
hand, the only mutations known to affect replication 
repair reside in just those genes one might imagine to 
be crucial in decoupling, namely gene 32  encoding 
the protein serving as the general scaffolding for DNA 
synthesis and gene 4 1  encoding the helicase that opens 
up the double helix in advance of the replication fork. 
If the notion is correct, then mutations of the same 
epistasis group might also arise in gene 61,  which 
encodes the DNA primase; primase and helicase form 
a tight complex and strongly cross-stimulate each oth- 
ers’ activities (see CHA and ALBERTS 1986 and refer- 
ences therein). 

Other organisms: We are not aware of mutations 
in cellular organisms with properties similar to those 
of genes in the amA453 epistasis group. The  E. coli ssb 
gene is the analogue of T 4  gene 32  and a temperature- 
sensitive ssb mutation does display increased UV sen- 
sitivity, but this increase is epistatic to a recA mutation 
(WHITTIER and CHASE 1981). While three epistasis 
groups involved in radiation repair are already known 
in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, none resembles replication 
repair (for review, see GAME 1983). Since the three 
mutations of the amA453 epistasis group reside in vital 
genes and were obtained by intense mutagenesis fol- 
lowed by either dedicated screening (mmsl ,  uvs79) or 
serendipity (an attempt by J.W.D. to screen for an 
amA453-uvsX double mutant by scoring UV sensitiv- 
ity), it may simply be the case that such mutants either 
already exist unrecognized in other organisms or will 
be difficult to generate and detect. 
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